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Bacterial communities are known to impact human health and disease. Mixed
species biofilms, mostly pathogenic in nature, have been observed in dental and
gastric infections as well as in intestinal diseases, chronic gut wounds and colon
cancer. Apart from the appendix, thepresenceof thickpolymicrobial biofilms in the
healthy gut mucosa is still debated. Polymicrobial biofilms containing potential
pathogens appear to be an early-warning signal of developing disease and can
be regarded as a tipping point between a healthy and a diseased state of the gut
mucosa.Keybiofilm-formingpathogensandassociatedmoleculesholdpromiseas
biomarkers.Criteria todistinguishmicrocolonies frombiofilmsarecrucial toprovide
clarity when reporting biofilm-related phenomena in health and disease in the gut.

Bacteria Like to Form Biofilms
Bacterialbiofilms (seeGlossary) areasubiquitousasbacteria.Definedasmatrix-enclosedmixed
populations of bacteria and/or archaea (the focus here is on bacteria) that adhere to biotic and
abiotic surfaces, biofilms are communities in which the microorganisms closely collaborate as a
strategy for survival and persistence [1] (Box 1). Biofilms initially developwhen bacteria attach to a
surfaceand formsmallaggregatesofbacteria.Amaturebiofilm formswhenthesemicrocolonies
embed themselves in a complex self-produced matrix of secreted polysaccharides. At some
stage, bacterial cells can disperse from this mature biofilm to colonize new niches [1,2] (Box 1).

Biofilms offer their microbial inhabitants many competitive advantages that vary from efficient
nutrient exchange to increased stress resistance [3]: they form the ideal environment for cross-
feeding and the establishment of a digestive consortium [2], and they help bacteria to withstand
biological, chemical, and physical stresses [4]. The strength of the interactions in biofilms fits the
Black Queen hypothesis: bacteria may lose the ability to perform certain essential functions
by relying heavily on other species in close proximity [5]. Biofilms furthermore promote
horizontal gene transfer through the exchange of bacterial genome fragments and/or mobile
genetic elements, which, for instance, contributes to spreading of antibiotic-resistance genes
[6]. The extreme tolerance of biofilms to antibiotic and antimicrobial substances is particularly
cumbersome as this complicates fighting pathogens, the more so when they are resistant to
antibiotics [6]. In the context of microbial–host interactions, biofilms offer bacteria a protective
niche that helps them to evade host defense. Biofilms can thus play an important role in
pathogenesis. The intimate contact of bacterial consortia with the host is also linked to the
capacity of biofilms to promote synergy between both partners, stimulating nutrient digestion,
and even fortifying host defense systems [7]. In addition, bacterial biofilms that develop on food
particles in the colon lumen are known to contribute to nutrient processing [8].

One of the niches in which microbial biofilms are widely studied is the orogastrointestinal
tract of the human body. Here biofilms have most commonly been associated with disease,
including dental plaque [9], stomach infections [10], inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) [11],
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Box 1. All That Adheres Is Not Biofilm

Crucial, but often neglected, is the distinction between biofilms, microcolonies, and other adhesion events. These three phenomena form parts of a continuum of
increasing community complexity (Figure I). The three phenomena are closely intertwined, but not interchangeable nor synonymous.

Adhesion describes the event in which the bacteria initiate contact with their environment via their cell envelope molecules and appendages, such as pili and flagella.
After initial contact, a multitude of interactions between ligands and receptors on the surface of both the bacteria and the host surface strengthen the interaction.
Adhesion is crucial in bacterial colonization, and a crucial first step in the formation of microcolonies and biofilm.

Microcolonies are small aggregates of adhering bacteria that grow together when environmental conditions are suboptimal, resulting in a fitness advantage over
planktonic growth. Often they are covered in a simple, protective matrix [55]. These bacterial consortia form one of the simplest 3Dmulticellular assemblies in nature.
Microcolonies can establish themselves strongly in small environmental niches.

Biofilms are bigger populations of bacteria embedded in a thick, complex, self-produced matrix often containing multiple species [1,2]. The close contact between
themembers of a biofilm drives collective behavior, like cooperation and nutrient exchange. Members of a biofilm communicate using quorum sensing, that is, via the
production of chemical messengers. Bacteria in a biofilm have a distinct physiology from planktonic cells, which is reflected in the differential regulation of the
expression of several genes. Within biofilms one can discern several bacterial populations: viable and metabolically active, dormant or stationary bacteria, and
persister cells.

Although these three terms describe distinct microbial states with associated biological processes, they are all part of the same continuum of increasing community
complexity. These properties make the three phenomena hard to distinguish, and a clear, widely accepted cut-off to discriminate between them is lacking. Often,
mere adhesion events are reported as biofilm formation, whilst the proper experimental results and controls (e.g., repeated washes to remove loosely associated
planktonic bacteria, tests exploring the recalcitrance and resistance of bacteria, differential gene expression analysis) are lacking. There is a need to establish novel
methods that allow for the distinction between adhesion events, mostly harmless microcolonies and thick, pathogenic, polymicrobial biofilms breeching the intestinal
cell wall. Distinct features like the detection of quorum sensing molecules or altered gene expression can form the basis for novel techniques beyond fluorescence in
situ hybridization (FISH) to evaluate colony size [40].

Flagellum
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Dispersion
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BiofilmMicrocolonyAdhesion

Figure I. Adhesion versus Microcolonies versus Biofilm.Bacteria adhere to (a)biotic surfaces using their surface appendages (e.g., pili, flagella) to establish
initial contact. A microcolony is formed when several bacteria colocalize and protect themselves with a simple matrix. When a community of bacteria grows even
bigger and forms a robust multispecies aggregate of bacteria and/or archaea embedded in a thick extracellular matrix, a biofilm is formed. Once a biofilm is
established, single cells start to disperse and can colonize new niches. Abbreviations: ECM, extracellular matrix.
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Glossary
Adhesion: the event in which a
bacterium attaches itself to its
environment by interacting with
receptors on the surface of the host
using its surface molecules and
appendages like pili (Box 1).
Biofilms: matrix-enclosed mixed
populations of bacteria and/or
archaea that adhere to biotic and
abiotic surfaces. Aggregates of
bacteria embed themselves in a
complex self-produced matrix of
secreted polysaccharides. Once
mature, bacterial cells can disperse
to colonize new niches (Box 1).
Biofilms are extremely resistant to
environmental stresses and are an
example of the collective behavior of
bacteria (e.g., cross-feeding, gene
transfer, pathogenicity, or antibiotic
resistance).
Black Queen hypothesis: bacteria
losing the ability to perform certain
essential functions by relying heavily
on other species in close proximity,
in the sense that they even lose their
own genetic capacity to perform
these functions [5].
Colorectal cancer (CRC): cancer in
the colon or rectum. CRC is the third
most prevalent cancer worldwide
and its incidence in young adults is
increasing.
Gut wounds: damage to the
intestinal mucosa that leads to a
disruption of the intestinal epithelium,
thus compromising its protective
power to selectively interact with
commensal and pathogenic bacteria.
Gut wounds are often related to
biofilm formation and the onset of
more severe inflammatory diseases
such as IBD [45,47].
Immune exclusion: a specific
immune response preventing an
antigen from invading host tissue.
Immune exclusion is involved in the
prevention of bacterial translocation
across the mucosal barrier, both by
the presence of a lubricating mucus
layer and the secretory immune
system [18].
Inflammatory bowel disease
(IBD): inflammation of the gut in
which the intestinal epithelium is
compromised. Two main types are
distinguished: Crohn’s disease and
ulcerative colitis.
Microcolony: small aggregates of
adhering bacteria that protect
themselves with a simple matrix from

and other infectious diseases [12,13] (Figure 1, Key Figure). So far, healthy biofilms have only
been substantiated in the oral cavity (mainly on nonmucosal, solid surfaces) [14,15] and
appendix [16] (Box 2). In addition, it has been suggested that the colon microbiota manifests
itself as a biofilm [3,17,18]. Other studies in contrast describe a role for polymicrobial
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Figure 1. Biofilms can occur across the entire length of the orogastrointestinal tract. Healthy biofilms (indicated in green)
are reported in the oral cavity and appendix, the latter serving as a bacterial safe house. Most reported biofilms in the
orogastrointestinal tract are disease-linked (red). Driver species of pathogenic biofilm formation could be interesting
biomarkers of the transition of a healthy to a diseased gut. Furthermore, bacterial surface and secreted molecules might
serve as early-warning signals of the onset of disease (blue). Abbreviations: IBD, inflammatory bowel disease; CRC,
colorectal cancer; ETBF, enterotoxigenic Bacteroides fragilis; E. coli, Escherichia coli; F. nucleatum, Fusobacterium
nucleatum; H. pylori, Helicobacter pylori; K. pneumoniae, Klebsiella pneumoniae; P. gingivalis, Porphyromonas gingivalis.
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pathogenic biofilms in the gut at the onset of disease [19]. Here, we address the evidence for
biofilms both in healthy and diseased guts, and propose how mucosal biofilm development
could be considered as a tipping point between health and disease. We also stress the
importance for further studies addressing the manifestation of biofilms in both the healthy
and diseased gastrointestinal tract.

Biofilms in the Healthy State – An Ongoing Debate
The ease of accessibility and noninvasive sampling have made oral biofilms a model for human
biofilms. Both the healthy and diseased oral microbiome (dental caries, periodontitis, gingivitis,
and oral cancer) are characterized by biofilms. Biofilm formation has also been observed on
solid surfaces, such as in prosthetics and orthodontics [14,15]. These biofilms serve as a safe
harbor for bacteria to reside in this highly versatile niche with varying temperature, pH, redox,
oxygen, salinity, nutrient concentrations, water flow, and oral hygiene [20]. Many in silico and in
vitro models are available to describe the complex biofilm communities of the oral cavity in
health and disease [9,14]. In the healthy oral microbiota, primary facultative anaerobic colo-
nizers (mainly Gram-positives) are gradually replaced by Gram-negative anaerobic species, like
Fusobacterium, Prevotella, and Porphyromonas [14] (Figure 1). The occurrence of both healthy
and diseased stable oral microbiome communities offers the unique opportunity to assess
disease onset and identify tipping points marking the transition between both.

In contrast to the generally accepted and corroborated presence of biofilms in the healthy oral
microbiome, the situation in the gut is less straightforward and is topic of a lively debate. Some
reports support the occurrence of mucosal biofilms in the healthy gut, which would benefit the
host by promoting functions served by the microbiota, such as fortifying host defenses [7].
Mucosal biofilms can greatly increase bacterial residence time, hence stimulating bacteria–host
synergy. Furthermore, it has been hypothesized that biofilms would enhance the exchange of
nutrients between the microbiota and host [3]. Other indirect findings to support the presence
of biofilms in a healthy gut include the slow growth rate of bacteria in the gut, increased plasmid
transfer rates [17], expression of colonization factors, and the inference of colonization resis-
tance by a healthy mucosal biofilm.

Although long thought to be dedicated to protect the host from pathogenic invasion, the gut
immune system was found to also actively support the growth of specific commensal bacteria

suboptimal environmental conditions
(Box 1).
Organoid: miniature and simplified
3D version of an organ in vitro.
Organoids are generated out of a
few cells and offer a unique way to
study biological processes as they
enable us to investigate how cells
interact within an organ and with the
environment.
Orogastrointestinal tract:
combinatory term describing the oral
cavity and the gastrointestinal tract,
in concreto from mouth to rectum.
Tipping point: intermediate unstable
region between two alternative stable
states of a system, where even the
smallest fluctuations may lead to an
abrupt shift to the alternative state
[50,51].

Box 2. The Appendix as a Bacterial Safe House

Current evidence supports the hypothesis that the appendix is more than just an evolutionary vestige. Its location in the
intestinal tract, but shielded from peristalsis and transiently passing contaminants in the fecal stream, make the
appendix an ideal safe house for commensal bacteria (Figure 1). If the colon is purged following pathogen exposure,
infection, and antibiotic treatment, the appendix could aid in reseeding the colon and reinstating a healthy microbiota.
The biofilm in this vermiform appendage is thought to protect its members from colonization with pathogens [16,56].
Recent research also pointed towards the close contact between the appendix and lymphatic tissue, rendering the
appendix an important secondary immune organ promoting growth of some types of beneficial gut bacteria [56].

In industrialized countries with high hygiene standards, the appendix probably is less crucial. Given the lack of general
outbreaks of enteric pathogens in these countries, the need for the reservoir function of the appendix is largely
surpassed. Industrialized countries have a high rate of appendectomies, linked to a hyper reactivity of the immune
system towards commensal bacteria [16], that is, the hygiene hypothesis. The exact effect of appendectomy on the
constitution of the colon microbiota remains to be elucidated [57]. It would be informative to study the microbial
population of the appendix in patients suffering from severe gut disorders to discern if the microbiota of the appendix is
also affected. One might even speculate that repo(o)pulation of the appendix can become a form of therapy to ensure
disease remission following drastic alterations of the intestinal microbiota. As appendices only occur in distinct species,
and are, for instance, absent in mice, this forms an important obstacle in further research efforts in this direction.
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[21]. This duality has been addressed in studies focusing on the role of secretory IgA (sIgA) and
mucin. sIgA is well known for its ability to ‘cross-link’ bacteria, that is, immune exclusion by
agglutination, preventing translocation across the epithelial barrier, thus inhibiting formation of
biofilms. Recent experimental data indicate that agglutination is achieved without any apparent
specificity of sIgA towards certain bacterial species [22], a finding supported by a recent study
showing binding of sIgA both to clear pathogens and to establish host–microbial symbiosis
[23]. This supports the generic role of sIgA in reducing the formation of intestinal biofilms. Apart
from promoting agglutination, it has also been proposed that sIgA stimulates the enchained
growth of bacteria [24], thus restraining them from partaking in interactions with their envi-
ronment. A biofilm-preventing role has also been proposed for mucin polymers that were found
to prevent adhesion and aggregation of bacteria by retaining the cells in a planktonic state [25]
and downregulating expression of biofilm-related genes in pathogens [26]. All of these studies
indicate that IgA and mucin prevent the formation of biofilms. However, one study has
proposed that sIgA, together with mucin, can play a microbe-stimulating role by binding
members of the ‘normal, healthy’microbiota, thus supporting biofilm formation, that is, immune
inclusion [18]. However, these and following studies of the same group were mainly performed
in vitro with CaCo-2 cells, or ex vivo biopsies of appendix tissue using type 1 pili-producing
pathogenic Escherichia coli as a model system that is barely representative of the gut micro-
biota [27–29]. With an improved methodology to preserve biofilms, the same group suggested
that biofilms may occur in the proximal large human colon, supporting earlier microscopic
observations [29,30]. However, these studies did not address healthy colonic tissue but rather
focused on appendix tissue and showed biofilm formation in the appendices of humans,
baboons, and rats [29,30]. Biofilm formation was reported to decrease progressively from the
proximal to the distal end of the colon [16,30], that is, centering around the appendix. Based on
the studies summarized above, experimental evidence for the presence of biofilms in healthy
gut other than the appendix has not been provided. The appendix is a rudimental organ that is
not in direct contact with the colonic luminal content. Recent findings support the hypothesis
that the appendix serves as a safe house for human intestinal microbes, and here biofilm-like
structures may have a function (Box 2, Figure 1).

Several reports mention the occurrence of small agglomerates of the gut microbiota, that is,
microcolonies, in the gut [31–34]. Their formation is further supported by some major theoreti-
cal concerns that argue against the formation of thick biofilms in the gut [35]. These concerns
include: the short transit time of intestinal content compared to the timescale of biofilm
development [36], intrinsic properties of the mucus layer (e.g., a lubricating physical and
selective barrier protecting intestinal epithelial cells) [37,38], and the fact that known processes
in the gut, including syntrophic interactions, can take place in the absence of biofilms [39]. The
gut mucosa is a site of extremely high turnover and versatility, with recent data suggesting that
the inner layer is sterile [37,38,40]. The absence of microbes in themucus was earlier described
and used as an argument against biofilm formation [41]. Consisting of heavily glycosylated
proteins, mucus is a viscous gel-like substance reported to grow at a speed of 240 mm/h [42].
Epithelial cells are shed at a rate of 1–3 billion per hour in the small intestine and about 10 times
slower in the colon. Another hampering factor is the constant propulsion of food and water by
peristalsis [7].

In light of all current evidence and observations, we support a model in which the healthy
mucosal microbiota establishes itself as microcolonies, and only in certain shielded areas of the
gut, such as the appendix and potentially in some shielded crypts, mucosal biofilms could form
(Box 2). These microenvironments of the gut render protection from the high flux of the lumen
throughout the gut and enable an intimate relationship between the microbiome and the host.
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This model unifies all available experimental evidence and hypotheses both supporting and
refuting the presence of mucosal biofilms. Further experimental evidence is, albeit challenging,
crucial to substantiate the validity of this model (Box 3).

Biofilms in Gut Disease
Approximately 60–80% of infections in the human body are biofilm related [1]. Diseases of the
orogastrointestinal tract are linked to a severe disturbance of the healthy microbiota. Biofilms
containing potential pathogens seem to play an important role in the establishment of an
alternative, disease-related microbiota by supporting host colonization via shielding from
external stressors. Biofilms have been recognized to play a role in several conditions affecting
the gut, including colorectal cancer (CRC), IBD, and gut wounds. More proximal to the gut,
biofilms occur in stomach infections (Helicobacter pylori) [10], and in oral diseases like gingivitis
and periodontitis [15].

Several studies, supported by microscopy data of clinical specimens, showed dense Bacter-
oides fragilis-dominated biofilms in patients with IBD, and sporadic manifestations of small
bacterial communities (i.e., microcolonies) in healthy gut [11,43] (Figure 1). Notably, the mean
density of the mucosal biofilm in IBD was found to be a 100-fold higher than in irritable bowel
syndrome patients or healthy subjects [11]. IBD and other diseases severely affecting the gut
are linked to a disruption of the healthy microbiota and mucosal epithelium. Loss of this crucial
protective and selective layer facilitates species migration across the epithelial barrier and
pathogenic biofilm outgrowth [38]. Biofilms offer a protective environment to pathogens and
promote escape from host defense mechanisms, further facilitating disease manifestation [44].

Central to IBD is the formation of gut wounds, that is, severe damage to the intestinal mucosa
due to inflammation leading to disruption of the intestinal epithelium. Aerobic and anaerobic
microorganisms, including bacteria (e.g., Klebsiella pneumoniae, E. coli, Fusobacterium

Box 3. Challenges in Microbiota Research

All arguments and speculations aside, solid experimental evidence on the occurrence and role of mucosal biofilms in the
establishment of a healthy stable microbiota is scarce. This lack of experimental confirmation relates to some major
practical challenges inherent to human microbiota research. A first challenge is the poor accessibility of the gastro-
intestinal tract. Sampling of the mucosal microbiota entails colonoscopy, endoscopy, or other invasive techniques,
which are ethically not permitted in healthy subjects. Hence, there will be inevitably a bias towards analysis of
compromised tissues in diseased patients. Some studies rely on the analysis of samples from apparently healthy
parts flanking such compromised tissues [11,12,43], but it remains to be evaluated how representative the biogeo-
graphy in these tissues really is. This implies that most studies rely on fecal samples, introducing the second ‘challenge’
of microbiota research. Several studies have addressed the discrepancy in the constitution of the fecal microbiota,
representing mainly the luminal and shed bacteria, versus the mucosa-associated microbiota [58]. Focus on the fecal
microbiota also results in neglect of the spatial organization of intestinal bacterial communities.

Another way to study microbiota–host interaction is the use of animal models, with mice being the preferred one.
Although widely used and insightful, the validity of mice models to address some conundrums of human microbiota
research has been debated. The anatomy and architecture (e.g., absence of appendix, and enlarged caecum in mice),
diet, metabolism, cell morphology, and environmental factors (housing, inbreeding etc.) are all significantly different
when comparing humans to mice, together with a most notable dissimilarity in microbial and metagenome composition
[59]. Mice and humans share many common genera in their microbiota, but these differ strongly in abundance. Indeed,
only 4% of bacterial genes show considerable identity between the murine and human microbiota [60]. Extrapolation of
results obtained in animal models to humans with respect to the microbiota composition and biogeography is thus not
straightforward. A further alternative to bypass the need for biopsies from healthy persons and to cope with the physical
inaccessibility of the gut, is the use of in vitro models of the human gut in health and disease [61]. As these in vitro gut
systems are mostly seeded using fecal matter, results and conclusions of such studies need to be interpreted with
caution. Organoids [54] and healthy biopsy tissue from preventive colonoscopies and endoscopies might offer
opportunities to circumvent some of the common challenges of microbiota research, but need to be further established.
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nucleatum) and fungi, can colonize wounds in the gut and throughout the body [45,46]
(Figure 1). The surrounding microbiota in the oral cavity, skin, or gut form the primary source
of potential infectious agents [45]. A breach in the epithelium impairs its ability to differentiate
between beneficial, opportunistic, and pathogenic species, which leads to wound infection. If a
biofilm of wound-colonizing bacteria is formed, wound healing is negatively affected. Tissue
regeneration involves proliferation of intestinal epithelial cells and colonization by commensal
bacteria (e.g., Akkermansia muciniphila and lactobacilli) to outcompete the wound-associated
microbiota [46,47].

Another severe biofilm-related condition affecting the gut is CRC. A recent study showed that
the establishment of CRC is strongly linked to biofilm formation. An invasive biofilm, harboring
enterotoxigenic B. fragilis (ETBF) and F. nucleatum as key species, was detected in nearly all
right-sided tumors and in 12% of the left-sided tumors [48,49] (Figure 1). Interestingly, biofilms
were also detected on tumor-free mucosal tissue distant from the actual tumor region [48].

Taken together, biofilms dominated by key pathogenic species play a key role in the estab-
lishment of gut diseases like gut wounds, CRC, and IBD, and the shift towards a diseased
microbiota.

Biofilms as Tipping Points
We hypothesize that the outgrowth of thick polymicrobial pathogenic mucosal biofilms
marks the transition between two stable states: a healthy and diseased microbiota.
Biofilms are the ideal environment for bacteria to establish virulence. The healthy ecologi-
cal state of the microbiota, that is, commensal coexistence in microcolonies with the host,
can be disrupted by environmental factors and pathogens supporting the outgrowth and
transformation of healthy microbial consortia to pathogenic mature biofilms. These bio-
films can withstand host defense systems and shift the microbiota to a deregulated state
refractory to treatment. Our model fits well with the previously proposed tipping point
theory [50].

The occurrence of mature biofilms on healthy tissue adjacent to CRC or IBD-affected tissue is
an indication that biofilms may be an early-warning signal of the critical transition towards a
disturbed, compromised, diseased gut. Biofilms containing potential pathogens on the gut
mucosa are thus most probably tipping points [51]. Pivotal for further research is the identifi-
cation of species that can be causally related to biofilm initiation and are indicative of a tipping
point. Given their ubiquity in disease-related biofilms, F. nucleatum, ETBF, and by extension,
pks+ E. coli (implicated in familial adenomatous polyposis or FAP [19]) and other disease-driving
pathogens can serve as early-warning signals of disease onset. Potential novel biomarkers
include bacteria, quorum-sensing molecules, glycoproteins, and other bacterial surface mol-
ecules [52].

Detailed studies of an American and a Malaysian cohort and FAP patients substantiated the
hypothesis that the occurrence of a pathogenic biofilm on the mucosa is a marker of CRC
[19,48,49]. Investigation of themetabolome showed that polyaminemetabolites in general, and
N1,N12-diacetylspermine in particular, were elevated both in the cancerous and surrounding
normal tissue [53]. This study fits well with the here-postulated hypothesis of biofilms containing
key pathogens being tipping points between two alternative stable states of the gut microbiota:
healthy and diseased. The identification of these key pathogenic species and related metab-
olites can provide a wealth of novel biomarkers for the early diagnosis and targets for the
treatment of various severe gut diseases.
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Concluding Remarks
How the microbiota establishes itself on the gut mucosa is of great interest. Many models have
tried to solve this conundrum. Definite conclusions are hard to make due to technological
challenges inherent in in situ microbiome research (Box 3). Apart from efforts to analyze its
composition, however, mapping the structural components of the microbiota in time and space,
that is, itsbiogeography, iscrucial to fullygrasp the functionaldynamicsof thiscomplexcommunity
aswell as the variable interactionwith its environment. Sampling of healthy tissue could clarify the
occurrence of mucosal biofilms in the healthy gut. Whilst organoids hold promise to improve in
vitro studies [54], the use of biopsy tissues from colonoscopy and endoscopy examinations of
healthy subjects can push the field forward. The development of alternative sampling techniques
that do not harm the patient will be key to study the spatial organization of the microbiota in situ.

Although adhesion events, microcolony and biofilm formation are difficult to distinguish, the
mucosal microbiota is most likely to manifest itself as microcolonies, whereas the likelihood of
mature biofilms in the healthy mucosa is low. Biofilms may occur in shielded areas of the gut,
such as the appendix, which functions as a bacterial safe house (Box 2).

Mature, thick polymicrobial biofilms containing pathogens have been established as important
featuresof disease, for example, chronic gutwounds, IBD, andCRC. Studies of the latter indicate
thatmucosal pathogenic biofilmsmight beusedasa biomarker for the onset of disease. In viewof
pathogenic biofilm outgrowth as a tipping point between healthy and diseased states, one can
assume that outgrowthofmucosal biofilms in seemingly healthypatientsmaybeanearly-warning
signal of disease. Although further research is required to substantiate this model, biofilms
including pathogenic species can be hypothesized to be tipping points between two alternative
states: healthy and diseased gut (see Outstanding Questions). Other promising biomarkers of
disease-related biofilm formation are key biofilm pathogens (e.g., F. nucleatum) and their associ-
ated virulence factors and metabolites (e.g., polyamines).

Further research is necessary to show the validity of the here-proposed model and to once and
for all end the discussion on the biogeography of themicrobiota in the gut. The current evidence
suggests that key species and molecules can be identified and linked to distinct disease states
of the gut microbiota, thus offering potential for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes.
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